Male Voice Over Producer:

Randolph Fabian Directo
2162 Leghorn Street
Mountain View, CA 94043
650-967-4351

Voice Over - "An Art and A Science"
Smooth, inspiring Voice Over Producer of self help albums is here to represent your company and align
with your brand. Allow Randolph to make the best, first impression on your prospective customers and
create audience retention of your brand / product line.
Utilising his studies of human nature, Randolph's unique voice over productions help you achieve
success in your project. Use his pre and post production services to induce deep introspection and
rapport with your audience. His natural narrative and conversational style are built upon solid
techniques such as that used by the Tavistock Institute for wide audience appeal.
His years of professional experience in educational television and market research cultivated him with
a wide dynamic range from natural, articulate, intelligent, sincere tones for narration to a strong,
inspirational delivery for promos to a gravely, deeply unsettling voice for darker characters.
Randolph has been tagged as "spooky, raspy, and dark" in his more eloquent deliveries. He can
provide mature, personable, natural, conversational spirits.
Let's face it: Anyone can be warm and cuddly. But in a bear market like a recession, as stated by Robert
Prechter of the Socionomics Institute, people tend to herd towards darker, more authoritative themes.
During bear markets or troubled times, audiences gravitate towards equally troubled heros and other
melo-dramatic characters where Randolph excels. Anyone can be the "right" voice over, but what
people really want, in desperate times, is a Voice of the Times such as Randolph.
His clear, precise articulation allows him to be international or local imitating a wide range of accents
and cultures. He can switch instantly between characters.
Randolph always asks your creative team for the required style of delivery and delivers several
versions from which you can mix and match for the best version. By applying his personal dynamics,
he can work with your creative team to provide you with a finished production (within your deadline)
that is sure to please.
To uphold the HealingMindN Theme, an audio library of self help tools is provided for your
convenience: a guided meditation and hypnosis page is now available for personal growth and self
improvement counselors. The meditations provided on based on articles at Holy Life, HealingMindN,
Qigong Principles, NLP and more. Stay tuned for this page as it keeps growing.
Find more examples of Randolph's natural, conversational, down-to-earth Narrative deliveries.
Discover how his talent can boost the bottom line in your project. He also excels at Characters
including celebrity caricatures, Commercials using colloquial deliveries from different cultures, and

Promos wherein his voice exemplifies authoritative strength, sincerity, and eloquence.
Learn how to gain from cutting edge technology using Randolph's unique Voice Over Experience and
his pre and post production Voice Over Services.
The pages above are updated on a regular basis. Standard non-union, 2007 rates apply until further
notice. Please see the rate sheet and Contact Randolph with details about your project for a quote.
Thank you for considering Randolph's Voice Over Productions.
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